
MODIFICATION WORKSHEET 

Date: _________________  FGN:  __________________ 

 Retrieve the file and update the ECE. 
 Review CSML. 
 Are the parties located?  ___     (ASA CURR, CLEAR, Google, FB, L07 in file, etc)   

o Locate List: 
 Webpages (See more on “Related Link” on CSS page):  

 FPLS/SSP/Quick 
 DOC & VineLink 
 County Assessor 

 Send L07 CP Questionnaire (in OSIS type: CSCD L07, select, print) 
 Call CP 
 Call UDS 
 OSIS FCR Screens 
 Access DPS info 
 APPU and CSENET messages (NETIRF) 
 Read case logs and paper file 

 If neither in OK, review “Intergovernmental Actions Made Easy.”  
o Do you have jurisdiction to modify?  

 If yes, proceed with review process. 
 If no, open and close review in OBLRV as DESK, N for docs, and “nojuris” for 

results. 
 Send I15A form or CSENET message to other state advising case needs 

mod but no juris in OK. 
 Do either have legal counsel? (Pg 3 of CIRI) If yes-call the attorney; ask how to serve docs. 
 Call the customers for the best information which will save the most time. Ask about income, 

daycare cost, insurance premium cos, and if they are on any state services.  
 Is the child(ren) still in school and considered a minor needing child support? ____ (CHI next to 

kid(s) on CSML) 
 Who has custody of the children? (CSML and caselog) 

 Look at www.oscn.net and www.odcr.com for existing orders/changes made in district court.  
 Are there other cases needing a modification (CLAP)?  
 Is CP cooperating with CSS (CCPI)?  
 Read case log to be up to date on any changes that may have occurred.  
 Read through all orders in the file. Match the current order with the OBLI screen. Go to the OBL 

screen. Then, type OBLI next to the active/current obligation.   
 How much is current support? $__________  
 How much is the judgment payment? $_______ 
 Who is ordered to carry insurance (MED)? CP or NCP 
 Review the order in the file to make sure it matches with the obligation screens. 
 Read case log (ESC logs). Is insurance reasonable and accessible? ____ How much is it? _____ 
 Who is actually carrying medical insurance on the kids? What kind of medical coverage is 

being provided? ______ (CSML and last page of CIRI; Check POLA, check ESC logs) 

http://www.oscn.net/
http://www.odcr.com/


 Does the current order need to be modified for medical to fit the current circumstances? ___ 
 Issue a MED5 to enroll the child(ren) in medical is available to the ordered person if it is 

reasonable/accessible. (CSCD(SP)MED5) 
 Go to FCR. Are there any SSN errors? ____  
 Go to FCRL. What is the NCP’s average monthly income for the past 12 months if any?  
 $ _______  Is there any NEW data appearing on FCRL that would suggest income? See FIDM, SSA, 

etc in the FCRL screen. 
 Go to OWL(sp)(SSN). What income appears for NCP if any? $ __________ 
 What is 20% of the NCP’s income? ______ Does the case need to be right-sized/modified? ____ 
 Using FCRL and OWL, what is the CP’s average monthly income for the past 6-12 months if any 

is present? _______  
 Are there any open and active IV-A or state benefits cases? ___  (Type PY(sp)(SSN). If so, what 

did you discover about the services? (Since you are in train mode, it will not show the IV-A, so 
refer to CSML for the information. Do not rely on CSML, though. On real cases, research by 
using PY(sp)(SSN). Learn more about this by completing Orientation 3 in LMS. Do this for NCP 
and CP. 

 Update the case style in the OBLU screen. Look at the original order. That is the case style to 
enter here. The case style does not change.  

 Don’t have enough info to run GLS or determine mod is needed? Send Request for Information 
and follow up in 20 days.  

 Run the guidelines in the GLS screen. Give credit for medical and daycare if applicable. Add in 
Soonercare/cash medical if applicable. Remember-you are running guidelines for the current 
situation. Does this case need a modification? Yes No 

 Remember to modify even if current support did NOT change but medical or daycare did 
change. 

 Add case to OAH if no OAH number on file. Update in OBLU. 

The Results 

 If a modification is NOT needed, update OBLRV in OSIS to document that the review was 

conducted. Type in OBLRV: DESK as review type, A or J as doc type, and NOCHANGE or 

NOJURIS as reason (using results reason issues no change letter-Use N as doc type and any 

result if you don’t need the letter to issue). 

 If a modification is needed, initiate the review in the OBLRV screen. You have 180 days to 

complete a new child support order. add the hearing date to HEARA and the OAH website.  

 Go to the OBLRV screen and update it as follows:  

 STND as review type, N for doc type, and press enter.   

 Add hearing date/info to HEARA.  

 Print by going to CSCD R11 and follow the prompts. This will print the Motion, 

Notice, Subpoena, Affidavits of Service, and Guidelines (if ran in GLS screen first) 

without multiple copies and excess waste of paper. 

 Print order (R12); place in file for court day. 

 Packet prints with Affidavits of Service. Save in file for return service. 



The modification pleadings are ready to be electronically sent to the state’s attorney for signature. 
Once they come back signed, make any changes requested by the state’s attorney and file the 
pleadings in OAH. This usually takes less than 48 hours. Once file stamped, print enough copies to 
serve each customer with the motion.  

 Print and scan all pleadings at the print; save as PDF; route to attorney for e-signature; then e-

file; add to OAH site or district docket. See Recorded Training on E-filing.  

 Serve parties with OAH file stamped pleadings by regular mail to the AOR (staff with attorney).  

o If no AOR, send by certified mail. Read polices on Service of Process. 

 Caselog all actions.   

  



PRE-HEARING CHECKLIST 
(3-5 days before settlement conference or hearing date) 

 Review screens for changes since motion (see checklist below) 

 Check for service outcomes.  

o Successful service: 

 If to AOR: file Certificate of Mailing to Address of Record form. 

 If by Certified Mail or Process Service: File Affidavit of Service with document 

showing service, such as a copy of the electronic green card of signature or 

server’s returned form 

 If by waiver of service: file copy of waiver.  

o Unsuccessful service: 

 Try to locate the party.  

 If new address available, file continuance to allow for service. 

 If no address available, announce case as Strike No Service (SNS).  

 

    NCP: ___________________________  DOCKET DT: ___________ 

       Family Violence? ______ 

    FGN: ___________________________  Blank Order Attached:  

 

    # of CHIs: ______                Agreed Order Attached:   

 

    Current Services to Family:  

 BP: _______________________  TANF  MEDL  D/C 

 CP: _______________________  FOSTER CARE  OJA  

 

    Service:  NCP   CM /RM  PPS   ATTY: _________________ 

     CP   CM/RM  PPS   ATTY: _________________  

 

    Filed:  NOIR   CONTEMPT      AN 

    Why: _____________________________________________________________ 

 

__ AN/NOIR/CONTEMPT:  

 Balance of existing judgment: $ ____________ dated _________ to _________ 

 

 New Arrears:   $ ___________ dated from __________ to __________ 

 

 Total Interest:  $ ___________ dated from __________ to __________ 

  

 URA Balance: $ ___________     A/C Attached:  (Balances Match) 

 

     Owed to CP:    $ __________ 



     Owed to State: $ __________ State: _____ 

 

__ MED:  What is available:  NCP Employer  CP Purchased: ________________      

             Other: _______________________________________ 

Currently being provided: ________________________COST $_________ 

 

__ DOCS:   Remove SSNs  OAH #s     DISTRICT CT #s 

 

__ Were parties served? _____ If yes, file service documents in OAH or Dist. Ct.  

 

__ Print and prep order 

 

****On day of court, review guidelines, ask if parties agree on income, medical info, balances, etc. Go 

through the order line by line until comfortable with orders. Negotiate a reasonable and just support 

order. Obtain signatures from parties, attorney(s), and judge. File order in Admin Court.*** 

  



POST-HEARING CHECKLIST 
(1-3 days after court) 

Update these screens and perform these actions: 

 Add hearing date if continued hearing. 

 HEARU with hearing outcome (AGR, SNS, DIS, CNT). 

 OBLRV with mod order outcome. 

 DOCSA with service outcome. 

 GLS with a “C” on the gls used in the order. 

 Update AORs in ASA 01 for NCP and ASA 20 for CP. 

 Print the GN4 from OSIS, attach a copy of the order to it, docket the order in District Court. 

 APEU with NCPs new employer; CPEU with employer for CP. 

 Add detailed caselog on outcome of hearing.  

 Update ECE with new order data. 

 Forward file to finance for obligation updates. IWO will auto-print within 2 days of OBLU being 

updated and verified employer on APEU. 

 Mail copies of the order or continuances to parties.  

 If you attached an Annual Notice or NOIR, refer to “A Short Guide to Annual Notices and 

NOIRs” booklet.  

  

 


